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Abstract






is an in#nitely divisible density.
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1. Introduction
It is well known in the complex function theory that the following relation holds:




n=1 (1 + x
2=n2)
; −∞¡x¡∞: (1)
On the other hand, it is known that a Cauchy distribution is in#nitely divisible. This is clear from













for every positive integer n. That is, a Cauchy distribution can be expressed as the n-fold convolution
of a Cauchy distribution with itself. From the in#nite divisibility of the Cauchy distribution, the author




2 + a2j )
; −∞¡x¡∞; (2)
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where 0¡a1 ¡a2 ¡ · · ·¡an and c is a normalized constant. The density function f(x) is an
approximation of the right-hand side of (1) in the sense of weak limit. The purpose of this paper is
to show that if a1 =1; a2 =2; : : : ; n the probability distribution with density function (2) is in#nitely
divisible for all n and, after all, the density function (1) multiplying by 2= is an in#nitely divisible
density, and besides it is a self-decomposable density.
2. Characteristic functions and polynomials
Consider a characteristic function of the density function (2). We obtain the following lemma
(cf. [3]).















l=1; l =j(−a2j + a2l )
; −∞¡t¡∞: (3)
Note that a1 = 1; a2 = 2; : : : ; an = n for the case of (1), and we set x= exp(−|t|), then we obtain







l=1; l =j(−a2j + a2l )
; 06 x6 1:







l=1; l =j(−a2j + a2l )










l=1; l =j(−a2j + a2l )
: (4)
We obtain the following lemma (cf. [3]).
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(n− j)!(n+ j)! sin j: (7)

















and the curve of the trigonometric sum can be guessed from the right-hand side of itself. The author




(n− j)!(n+ j)! sin j=−sin 
n−1∑
r=0
(2n− 2r − 2)!













(n− j)!(n+ j)! sin j





(n− j)!(n+ j)! =−
(2n− 2)!
(n− 1)!(n− 1)! : (10)
3. On innite divisibility
In this section, we will show the following result: density function (2) is a self-decomposable
density for all n if a1 = 1; a2 = 2; : : : ; an = n. We obtain the following result.
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j=1 (1 + x
2=j2)
is an in1nitely divisible density.




















2=v√ e−a2j =vv−3=2 dv;

















l=1; l =j (−a2j + a2l )
e−a
2








l=1; l =j (−a2j + a2l )
e−a
2
j =vv−3=2 (v¿ 0):














































The mixing density function g(v) is positive for v¿ 0 and a probability density. Let us show that
the density function g(v) is an in#nitely divisible density for all n. To show the in#nite divisibility
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holds where k(x) is a nonnegative function and satis#es some conditions imposed on the distribution
































































































































































The function (s) of denominator does not vanish in the whole complex plane (cf. [3]). We write








When n= 1 and a1 = 1 we have
D =
√
s; N = 1:














1(−12 + 22) e
−2√s +
1




(2 · 2− 1)!2
{
4! · 1
(2− 1)!(2 + 1)! e
−2√s − 4! · 2
























(−12 + 22) e
−2√s +
1





(2 · 2− 1)! · 2√s
{
4! · 12
(2− 1)!(2 + 1)! e
−2√s − 4! · 2
2




When n= 3 and a1 = 1; a2 = 2; a3 = 3 we have
D=
1

















1(−12 + 22)(−12 + 32) e
−2√s +
1








(2 · 3− 1)! · 3
{
6! · 1
(3− 1)!(3 + 1)! e
−2√s − 6! · 2

































(−12 + 22)(−12 + 32) e
−2√s +
1









(2 · 3− 1)! · 3√s
{
6! · 12
(3− 1)!(3 + 1)! e
−2√s − 6! · 2
2








In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1 in [4], we can calculate the inverse Laplace transform











































l=1; l =j (−a2j + a2l )

 dy: (16)













l=1; l =j(−a2j + a2l )

 (17)













l=1; l =j(−j2 + l2)

 (18)
is nonnegative for y ¿ 0.







































































































































{4!}2 4!(1− cos ) =
1
6
(1− cos ): (21)




















(3− j)!(3 + j)!j cos j




























(1− cos )2 = 2
3
6!2!2!
(1− cos )2: (22)





















































By making use of formulae (7) and (8), we have






((1− n− n cos )nV ′() + sin  · nV ′′());
and we obtain
(1− n− n cos )nV ′() + sin  · nV ′′() = (2n− 1)!{(n− 1)!}2 : (23)









(2n)!{(n− 1)!}2 (1− cos )
n−1: (24)


































Since A is nonnegative and bounded, and B does not vanish and bounded, k(t) satis#es the conditions
imposed on it (cf. [1,5]). Therefore, the density function g(v) is an in#nitely divisible density, and
the probability distribution with density function (2) is in#nitely divisible since it is the mixture
































j=1 (1 + x
2=j2)
(25)
is an in#nitely divisible density.
The density function g(v) is a generalized gamma density and so it is a self-decomposable density
and the density function (2) is a self-decomposable density since it is the mixture density of the
normal distribution. The probability distribution with density (2) converges in the sense of weak
limit:











as n → ∞ and since the self-decomposability is closed under the weak convergence the density
function (25) is a self-decomposable density.
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